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Toy collectors will treasure this anthology of space toys and robots designed in the 1960s.

About the AuthorJames H. Gillam is a social worker, toy enthusiast and avid science-fiction
novel and motion picture movie fan. He is the author of Treasures from the Misty Mountains.
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            Pages 11 - 161 are not included in this sample.
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E. Powell, “All those memories came rushing back.... Before I encountered this wonderful book
on the discount table of a bookstore one Friday evening, I had almost forgotten about Major Matt
Mason, Callisto, Scorpio, and Captain Lazer, but as I turned the pages, all those memories came
rushing back. Memories of a happy childhood, long before the worries and realities of adulthood
ever began to set in. After looking at it for a long while that night, I not only remembered Major
Matt Mason with great detail, I wanted to own some of those pieces again as a link with my past--
and eventually did.The book is thorough, well researched, and lavishly illustrated, but it could
have been much better. It appears the pages were designed by someone who understands all
the features of their desktop publishing system, but not restraint in employing them. Many
images are of low-resolution, often with inaccurate and muddy color, which leaves fine details
difficult to make out. The choice of a low quality uncoated paper stock doesn't help matters.
While these shortcomings give the book a somewhat amateurish appearance, they don't detract
from the value of the information--or the memories--contained inside it. The book is obviously a
labor of love and should be accepted as such. I'm thankful that somebody has taken the time
and effort to draw this information together in book form, because no one else has done so to
the extent James Gillam has.”

Lewis P. Morley, “Childhood memories in a book!. As a child of the 60's growing up in England, I
was exposed to a lot of American popular culture and toys."Major Matt Mason" and "Zeroids"
were some of my favourites. This book gives me an excellent reminder not only of what I had, but
also stuff I never saw or even knew existed!This book is well produced with magnificent colourful
photos, but they are let down a little by the matte paper used for the pages that dulls their
brilliance. Also, some images suffer from "the jaggies" caused by low resolution of the
originals.Likewise, the layout and text is often jumbled and there are some annoying factual
errors.Also, if the author had a rudimentary knowledge of 50's Hollywood monsters he would
have recognised the inspiration for many of the Colorforms Outer Space Men.Apart from these
minor annoyances, this is the book I have been waiting for, for almost fourty years!"Space Toys
of the 60's" is worth every cent, even if only for the photos of the magnificent package and box
art!Those colourful boxes are always the first thing to be discarded by young hands too eager for
adventure in space!”

Gord Wilson, “The Mighty Zeroids. This oversized, full color paperback is not a glossy coffee
table book. Neither is it a collector's price guide. Instead it's an impassioned and informative
discussion of three collectible toy lines: Major Matt Mason (Mattell's Man in Space), Colorforms
aliens and my favorite, Ideal's Mighty Zeroids.I read and learned a lot about the other two toy
lines, but I used this book when buying a Zintar Zeroid on E-Bay (for only thirty times the original
price of $5, which shows how rare they are). Before that I read the book over and over, looking at



the photos and dioramas from catalogs. Gillam even includes pre-release pictures from
wholesale toy guides of what these toys might have looked like, as well as extensive photos of
alternate versions.Interest in Matt Mason has never flagged, and Zeroids are once again coming
into their own in the world of retro toys (see the Zeroid movie link under Robot Links at
alivingdog.com). They represented a high point in Ideal's Motorific line of cars and later boats
and cleverly ran on the same replaceable motor. Anyone interested in these three lines, or the
history of toys, or just taking a trip down memory lane will enjoy this inexpensive and captivating
book.”

The book by James H. Gillam has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 28 people have provided feedback.
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